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Human Interest Stuff
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The Windy City Pulp and Paper convention has 
changed my life. Literally.

2005’s show is the one example relevant to this book.
In the show’s auction, super-collector Robert Wein-

berg had several items from the Popular Publications 
archives. Checks endorsed and letters signed by pulp 
writers. There was a series of letters to and from Albert 
Payson Terhune, and I decided I would bid on them. I 
wasn’t familiar with his work, but the checks and letters 
were interesting, something I’d never had in my collec-
tion before.

I was top bidder on the Terhune letters.
This kind of thing serves as a springboard. I’ll buy 

something like this, related to someone I know nothing 
about, and decide, “I should know something about this 
person!”

Among other books, I read The Albert Payson Ter-
hune Omnibus. One short story therein was “Human 
Interest Stuff.”

I found that story so powerful, that I wanted to do 
something with it. It would make a great short movie, 
but I was not a movie maker.

But that which would make a good movie, often will 
make a good comic book (or graphic narrative, or what-
ever term you prefer). Now that I knew a little some-
thing about.

Like many comics readers, I grew up wanting to 
create my own comics. And I did, for some years. I 
self-published The Weirdo and Bat Comix. But in the 
mid 1990s, I re-evaluated my artistic level, and decided 
I was not committed to spending the time needed to 
achieve the artistic competence I aspired to. So I gave up 
drawing to concentrate on improving my writing skills. 
In retrospect, I consider that a wise decision.

But “Human Interest Stuff” (HIS) buzzed around in 
my mind. I developed a script, breaking down the ele-
ments of the story and adapting them into comic book 
form.
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Who would do the artwork? I wanted 
someone with a more traditional style. 
For the most part, the styles of contem-
porary comics left me cold.

I remembered reading that William 
Messner-Loebs (WML) had fallen on 
financially hard times; that he was no 
longer doing professional comics jobs; 
that he had lost his home. I thought, 
maybe he would welcome this work.

In March, 2006, we had our first 
phone conversation. We got along well, 
and agreed to take the project forward.

But first...
WML suggested we work together 

on a one-page piece, just to see if we 
could collaborate harmoniously.

The result was a little gag I’d sketched 
out at one time. I gave it no name; WML entitled it “Sartre 
Street.” It appears below, as he originally lettered it. For 
its appearance in Robin Snyder’s The Comics!, I used the 
little I knew of InDesign and Photoshop to letter and 
color it. This one-pager appears on the next page.

I put lots of detail into the HIS script, 
describing each panel of each page. But 
I avoided sharing any layout sketches 
(with one exception, which I’ll describe 
later). I wanted the visuals to be all his. 
He’d proven (to me) he was more than 
competent at page and panel design 
through his work, including on his 
series, Journey.

I also asked WML to not look up 
the original story by Terhune. I wanted 
my script to stand on its own. Without 
familiarity with the original story, he 
might detect any logical flaws or gaps in 
the script.

WML said the script contained 
some good things. Being a storyteller 
and writer himself, he offered several 

constructive suggestions. There were instances where 
WML did things a little differently from the script, and I 
just stepped back and let him go with it.

I recall one suggestion from the script which he didn’t 
follow. Here’s a partial description from Page 2, Panel 1:

Only one word balloon in this panel.  However, the air 
above the cops and prisoners should be filled with swear-
ing symbols (#@$!*%, etc; there is a venerable tradition of 
such symbols, which you should draw on so that the intent 
is clear; however, you can also be creative).  It cannot be 
determined which of the four shouting individuals any par-
ticular set of curse words emanates from.  The sets of curse 
symbols run up against the Lieutenant’s 1-word balloon, 
as if they are meeting resistance, crashing into and being 
stopped by, that word balloon.  Would be visually impactful 
& pleasing, if patterns of cuss words would flow across the 
top of the panel, into the “QUIET!” word balloon, where 
they become compacted, disrupted, shattered--as if they 
are speeding cars, flowing gracefully across the page, then 
crashing against Lieutenant’s immovable barrier.

I’m not complaining. The final panel (below) is com-
pletely effective. Maybe it’s better storytelling to fill the 
panel with struggling, writhing bodies, rather than 

Sketch by Rodney 
Schroeter, prior to 

knowing it would become a 
collaborative piece. 
“Figure X”? 2005.
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The first collaboration between William Messner-Loebs and Rodney Schroeter. 2006.
Coloring, word balloons and dialogue by RS. (For best effect, read out loud.)
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curlicued obscenities.
As we started working on HIS, WML sent me a couple 

of drawings, shown on these pages. I’m not sure where 
the “Mr. Generosity” came from (well, OK, I helped him 
out a little with his expenses), but the “American Gen-

tleman” is a reference to Boston Terriers. 
Somehow, I had misremembered that the main dog 

in HIS was a Boston Terrier. Finding that wasn’t correct, 
I asked WML to draw the dog as a generic, unidenti-
fiable breed. (I think it worked better with the story’s 
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After seeing art from Human Interest Stuff, are you still baffled as to what the story is about? If so...
Good!Good!

That’s intentional. I hate giving anything of a good story away. (Which makes reviews difficult!)

seem too upset by it.) (But then, maybe he’s just good at hiding blast-fur-
nace-level, white-hot rage.)

Looking at the rough sketch of this panel (top left, page 10), reminds 
me of a question I asked Will Eisner, when he was Guest of Honor at the 
Chicago Comicon in the early 1980s: “When you do a preliminary sketch, 
and then do the actual work, do you ever find there’s some nuance in that 
preliminary, which you just can’t seem to capture in the final piece?” His 
answer: “All the time!” (He later thanked me for the “great question.”)

I bring that up because, to me, the lightning and stars in the prelim por-
tray pain much more effectively than either WML’s final version, or mine.

For HIS, I set up an “about the creators” page. I asked WML to draw 
me, and I drew WML. WML used several photos to create the likeness of 
me at right. I did the pencil drawing of Bill. People have expressed amaze-
ment at that drawing. I never fail to tell them that I simply put the black and 
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Hey, why is Bill’s signature upside-down? Is that intentional? 
I never talked with Dave Sim; we kept leaving each other phone messages. He warned that an 

endorsement from him could be a kiss of death. Since I consider The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand one of 
the greatest books ever written, how do you think (if you know anything about that book’s theme) 

I responded? (Hint: You see Sim’s endorsement.)
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Aesop for the OR
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I am not usually aware of my skeletal system. And I 
don’t consider the stretch of Hwy. 144 from my home 
to Random Lake to be especially bumpy. But just a 
few miles into my trip of March 1, 2013, the truck hit 
a section of road near Random Lake that sent corru-
gated waves through my bones. The resulting clacking 
of upper and lower teeth made me glad I wasn’t in the 
habit of sticking my tongue out often.

This was only the first few miles of the trip! And 
how far did I have before me?

Six hundred miles? One way?? Twelve hundred 
miles of having my skeleton rattled around in that 
truck?

I looked in the rear-view mirror. Oh, right. There 
wasn’t one. Two side mirrors. It was dark. The only 
thing I could see in those mirrors were headlights 
behind me, and not the nice, attractive, comic book 
cover kind. And you know how well you can estimate 
the location and distance of a car, relative to you, based 
only on headlights in the dark?

You can’t.
And it started to rain.
Why was I making this trip?

Roberto Benigni’s film, The Tiger and the Snow, was 
released in 2005. Amazingly, I first saw it when my wife 
gave me a copy for Christ-
mas in 2012. Had I known of 
it earlier, I would have pur-
chased and watched it imme-
diately.

I commented thus on the 
the film at Barnes & Noble’s 
site:

How did I miss this 
one??? After Life is 
Beautiful, I became 
a complete Roberto 
Benigni fan. This movie 
came out a few years 
ago, and I just saw it 
tonight. HIGHLY REC-
OMMENDED. Without 
giving a thing away, this 
is about a virtuously, 
nobly selfish man who 
WILL NOT GIVE UP. Not 
your typical Hollywood 
anti-hero. The greatest 

of civilizations, my friends, are made up of 
people like the main character in this movie.

It has to be a coincidence, right, that if you drop the 
last letter of Benigni’s name, it spells...

Or maybe it’s not.
The title, The Tiger and the Snow, describes a sign, 

an omen in the movie’s story. “You will know [some-
thing], when you see a tiger in the snow.” Esthetic craft-
ing in books and movies sometimes requires that kind 
of coincidental sign. But real life doesn’t offer up such 
tidy symbolism, does it?

Or maybe it does.

Why was I making this trip?
My ultimate destination was Brighton, Michigan, 

home of Bill Messner-Loebs.
Bill and I first got to know each other in early 2006. 

At that time, we started collaborating on a comic book 
adaptation of “Human Interest Stuff,” a short story by 
Albert Payson Terhune. I wrote the script. He illus-
trated it, and contributed other valuable advice during 
the comic’s development.

The comic was published by the Wisconsin Writ-
ers Association Press. On Dec. 6, 2012, I loaded 18 
heavy boxes, 3000 magazine-size comics, into my car 

at Documation (the printer) 
in Eau Claire.

In 2011, I started auction-
ing pages of Bill’s original 
art on eBay. He sent me all 
the inside pages (no covers, 
darn!) of two issues from his 
1980s series, Journey. The 
main character was Wolver-
ine MacAlistaire, a voyageur 
crossing 1810s Michigan 
Territory to deliver a myste-
rious package.

eBay sales were good. The 
market had never seen Jour-
ney originals before. The first 
few pages brought over $300 
each, and went to places like 
Austria, West Wales, Canada, 
France, and many places 
within the US. Some of these 
buyers became more than 
customers, but friends, as I 
dealt more and more with 
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drive it in a circle around Lake Michigan for the pur-
pose of burrowing into a storage bin and bringing back 
a load of treasure? 

Roberto Benigni’s character had done something 
great in that movie. Had I? 

Many people would look down modestly, shuf-
fle their feet, and say, “Aw, shucks, that’s not for me to 
decide, I’ll let others judge that.”

In contrast, I think I’m the person best suited to 
conclude whether or not I did something “great.” 

But I’m also the only one that really needs to know 
my conclusion.

Originally written May 2013.
Revised August 2014.
Revised Spring 2023.
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Mission II

Left: 
Published cover of Journey #15.

Center: 
An unused version.

Right: 
Another version
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I wanted more.
The lure of much more Journey art unaccounted 

for, including the famous bear chase story from #1, 
brought me back to Brighton for a second trip. In 
October 2013, I took my Envoy on the ferry across 
Lake Michigan. Compared to my journey with the 
truck earlier that year, this trip was sheer luxury.

I went to work on the same large bin I’d found the 
original art in. I came across boxes full of books, comics, 
and so many et ceteras as I contorted my body to fit 
into the bin’s crevices, that the scope of the situation 
once again became psychologically real to me. (I still 
never saw the back of that bin, but I frequently thought 
I caught glimpses of tiny, glowing eyes.)

I uncovered a canvas suitcase. I tried to lift it. Too 
heavy. I unzipped it, and discovered it packed solidly 
with original art from several issues of Journey, 
including the famed first issue.

In my hotel room, I made one gigantic pile of art. I 
went through it piece by piece, thrilling to the texture 
of each bristol board sheet I handled. I fully indulged 
my greed, reveling in the concentrated wealth I had 
at my hands.

Wealth? As in money? Yes... but that was long-
range, far off—to be realized only with much effort.

Wealth? Artistic wealth? Ah, that is what truly 
filled me with grinning, clear-headed intoxication, 
in that hotel room. Sheer esthetic eudaimonia. To 
me, that stack of artwork represented a near-lifetime 

of self-developed talent and artistic effort. It was of 
far greater value than would be a room knee-deep in 
doubloons.

Was this stack of art “loot”?
To the contrary! I had prevented it from becoming 

loot!
Certainly, I would see my share of money, from 

the sales. But then, so would Bill.
That evening, I luxuriated in an incredible amount 

of wealth, which could never be taken from me:
I had held each precious page in my hands.

I estimated that my fully-packed car, with the 
artwork carefully wrapped in towels found in the 
bin, carried greater value than the larger volume I’d 
brought back in the truck, months before. 

Bill and Nadine treated me to a fine meal at a 
restaurant in Ypsilanti. I told Bill, “It would really be a 
shame if the ferry capsized on the way home, and this 
car full of art sank to the bottom of Lake Michigan.” 
He had to agree.

Well, the ferry made it back across the lake just 
fine. In the months following, I continued to sell Bill’s 
originals on eBay and through private transactions. 
I continued to give Bill a share of each sale, which 
helped him out.

Bill’s fans are very loyal to him. They are a pleasure 
to deal with, and are glad he benefits from their 
purchases.
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Surprise! On the reverse of the original cover art 
of Journey #19 is this penciled piece. 

Compare to the published cover of Journey #16.
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In late March of 2013, my wife and I drove down 
to Dayton, Ohio, to meet Bill at the Gem City Comic 
Convention, where he was one of several guests. 

In our hotel room the Friday night before the con-
vention, I watched full episodes of Storage Wars for 
the first time. I was mesmerized by a mini-marathon 
of that show, feeling an eerie, slightly terrorized affin-
ity to the show’s participants as they clawed through 
chaos to find treasure. We became fans of the show, 
and watched it for the years thereafter that it lasted.

We’d brought lots of stuff with us, for Bill to sell 
at his table. We sold copies of Human Interest Stuff, 
sketchbook drawings, even one Journey original 
page. Lots of fans asked Bill to sign things.

At tables nearby were Stan Sakai and Joe Staton, 
whom I met for the first time; and Howard Chaykin, 
whom I’d met years before at Chicago Comicons.

This small and very pleasant convention took 
place in a university gym. There was cosplay, lots of 
aspiring artists, and many dealers.

March 2013
Gem City Comic Convention, Dayton OH

Bill and I gave a presentation at the Gem City Comic Convention on Human Interest Stuff.
The crowd was sparse; Mark Waid, presenting in the adjoining room, was a bigger draw.

Left: You can’t help but wonder: What if this guy were real? And he parked his saucer out back, 
wandered in, saw all the cosplayers, and concluded, “This planet is too menacing (or nutty?) to attack!”

Right: An interview is conducted, publication of which I have been unable to identify or locate.
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I had worked with conference coordinators to 
arrange for Bill to be a guest speaker. He and Nadine 
took the train from Michigan to Milwaukee, where I 
picked them up and drove them to Oshkosh. (On the 
way, we stopped at my “work” place, where I showed 
him off to a few co-workers. We also stopped at Bur-
mesch Variety Store, the Random Lake drug store 
where I’d bought most of my comics in the 1960s. (I 
was trying to display and sell copies of Human Inter-
est Stuff there. (Not much success.)))

Bill and I gave a presentation on Human Interest 
Stuff at the Lakefly conference.

I arranged two other events: Bill and I sat at a table 
at Power House Comics in Appleton, where we chat-
ted with fans. (If you ever visit this store, ask owner 
Zach to see Bill’s original, which he purchased, and 

May 2013
Lakefly Literary Conference, Oshkosh WI

September 2014
WWA Conference, Wisconsin Rapids

since has had tacked up behind the counter.) I also 
arranged for Bill and me to give a 2-hour presenta-
tion on creating Human Interest Stuff at the Appleton 
library.

The owner of Appleton’s 
Power House Comics purchased this original.

One highlight of this trip: After again picking Bill 
and Nadine up at the Milwaukee train station and driv-
ing them nearly 200 miles to the conference city, I real-
ized I’d left my packed suitcase home on the bed. What 
a laugh!

Human Interest Stuff had been published by the 
Wisconsin Writers Association. I’d arranged for Bill to 
appear at the conference and deliver a talk on collabora-
tion between writer and artist, something most writers 
eventually contend with.

I’d used my beginner’s skills at InDesign and Photo-
shop to design the conference handout / booklet. I used 
one of Bill’s illustrations for the cover, coloring it with a 
tablet pen.

The evening before the conference started, Bill sold 
and signed comics at Book World in town.

At this conference, I discussed a story idea with Bill. 
It would be an adaptation of Hugh B. Cave’s short-short 
story, “Two Were Left.” I said I would see if I could secure 
the rights. Bill was receptive to illustrating it. Shortly 
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after this conversation and conference, I delivered to Bill 
a five-page script and paid him in advance for the work. 
Nothing was done with this project for several years, but 
with the help of Mike Jones, Bill did the five pages of 

art, and it was published by Robin Snyder in Tales of the 
Mysterious Traveler #34, Autumn 2021.

Bill delivered the following general-session talk at 
this conference.

49½ Shades of Collaboration
by William Messner-Loebs

Delivered at the 2014 Wisconsin Writers Association Conference
Text Copyright © William Messner-Loebs

When I started writing this, the first thing I wrote 
was there are few art forms that are more collabora-
tive than comics. And then I realized that I would 
have to somehow prove that, because I think every 
art form is somewhat collaborative.

Let me open with a heart-warming anecdote.
In the early 1990s, I was writing the Batman news-

paper strip. There’s nothing quite like writing news-
paper strips. They typically have three panels in a 
daily strip. The first panel is a summary of the day 
that came before. The middle one advances the plot. 
And the third one foreshadows what’s to come. 

According to at least one or two theories on news-
paper strips, you should not have more than thir-
ty-five words, total, that anyone speaks in a single 
panel.

Well, that really slows down the amount of things 
you can actually do, if you use dialogue for the sum-
mary. You can’t put anything important in the Sat-
urday strip, because so many people don’t subscribe. 
And for the Sunday strip, you have to write some-
thing exciting which makes people want to continue 

reading it. But because some readers get the daily 
paper but not the Sunday (or vice versa), the daily 
and Sunday strips have to be completely detachable 
from each other. This is one reason we don’t really 
have good adventure strips anymore, because of all 
the rules that have been ladled onto them.

A Sunday strip often has two tiers of panels, 
but sometimes it will have a third. That first tier is 
important, it introduces your story—but you have to 
understand that it might not be used. A given news-
paper can choose to use all three tiers, or, for the sake 
of space, drop the first tier. So there’s another limit-
ing factor.

My collaborator on the Batman strip was Carmine 
Infantino. Now, when Carmine was about 17, he did 
the original Flash in the 1940s. He came back in the 
60s and re-did the character, and actually re-created 
the whole notion of what a super-hero looks like. He 
also helped re-create Green Lantern and Wonder 
Woman. He eventually became an editor at DC and 
then the publisher. He did something called the new-
look Batman, as well, turning Batman into more of 
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Take a Minute.
Write it Down.

Sept 26-28, 2014
Hotel Mead
Wisconsin 
Rapids, WI
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The Wisconsin Writers Association presents
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   Bill Messner-Loebs
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   Kym Brunner
   Katie Sparks
   Keith Schroeder
   Greg Peck
   More!
Workshops & Panels
Book Fair
Awards Banquet  

with you.”
And he looked up at me with this very nice smile, 

and he said... 
“Who?”
And I realized that he probably didn’t remember 

any of the last ten years. 
He said, “So you liked the new-look Batman?”
I said, “Yeah... you know, you’ve always been a big 

influence of mine, Carmine, and I was really looking 
forward to meeting you.”

And he said, “Well, thank you. Thank you, son. 
And if you give me one of those Batmans, I’ll be glad 
to sign it for you.”

So my big thing about collaboration is, you should 
always tell your collaborators how much they mean 
to you, while they’re still around.

And Rodney?
The next beer is on me.

This talk was transcribed 
and edited by Rodney Schroeter.
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Sketchbooks
Several sketchbooks were found in Bill’s lockers. These featured hundreds of pages of 

pencil drawings, inked drawings, story notes, comic page layouts, and profound thoughts.
This section contains a small sampling from those books. 

They are presented here in total disregard for rhyme or reason.
Not all are reproduced actual size.

Some were darkened with Photoshop to enhance legibility.
Some pages have been cropped. 

Suspected personal information (phone numbers, addresses) have been removed.
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Et Cetera
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First and foremost: 
To William Messner-Loebs, 
for creating a body of work 

that is worth 
preserving, protecting, and promulgating.

“You should always tell your collaborators
how much they mean to you, while they’re still around.”

(Who said that?)

With gratitude:
To every admirer who has purchased Bill’s work

in a way that has helped him financially, and/or advanced him artistically.

With further gratitude:
To Mike Jones, who accepted the torch, and is now also

preserving, protecting, and promulgating
Bill’s work.

As of this writing, 
Mike is selling original art and other material on Bill’s behalf. 

This includes Journey pages, sketchbook pages, personal commissions,
and other work. He can be contacted through the Facebook page,

“Fans of William Messner-Loebs.” 
You can support Bill through his Patreon page:

www.patreon.com/billmessnerloebs
For many interviews Mike conducted with Bill, see the YouTube channel:

Yeet Presents

And finally:
Here’s to you, Dear Reader. Your purchase of this book benefits Bill. Thank you!

Most pieces featured herein were rescued from Bill’s lockers.
Most are presented without identification or context, 
and certainly in no chronological or metalogical order.

Identification is a (hopefully enjoyable) task that falls to you, Bill. 
Your many devoted admirers would love to hear

the stories behind some of these pieces.




